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About This Game

The new, engaging levels are even more stunning and impressive. New weapons have been added, along with new opponents,
and even more action and tactics.

The game supports four languages: English, Russian, French and German.

The game settings are balanced to meet the goals of different players. If you want to test your skills and strategy, you can play
the difficult level. If you are just playing for fun, then choose easy or medium level.

Greater variety of weaponry and landscape types gives you huge freedom in choosing your battle tactics. Choose the right
weapon type and position to make sure your defense is effective. Airstrikes and the possibility of temporarily increasing weapon

power can give you the advantage, and guarantee you will never get bored in the battle process.
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Title: Defense Zone 2
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Artem Kotov
Publisher:
Artem Kotov
Release Date: 30 May, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.5GhZ

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL compatible. ATI, NVIDIA or Intel HD. Older Intel graphics cards may have slowdown issues.

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows or Mac compatible

English,French,German,Russian
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I have been playing with the same save file since book 1 and I still was not prepared for the feels this game left me. Devon
Connell you are a goshdang master of this craft. Super adorable - mario-esque platformer ~
lots of levels, collectathon for [ diamonds optional ] - bosses in every stage, and everything is very very cute!

that's really all there is to it, if you like mario style games, and think the art style in this game is adorable, you will not be
disappointed :3. Nice game, Reminds me of my childhood. "Play for fun", - this phrase isn't about this game. If you're really
wanna to have some fun, trust me, - this game isn't for you.

It's unbalanced and very difficult game. It's almost impossible to win against human players, which play this game for a long
time, or against donators, 'cause they have the best and strongest minions in this game. Closer to the 50th level the difficult of
the game jumps to the impossible level. Also, if you have a high ping, there're no sense to play this game.

It's recommended to play only if you have the steel nerves and resistant to shock computer mouse.

But, this game is interesting, in general, and was made in a very professional level.... fix your fragging EU servers u cants!
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the plot of this game is so ridiculous that you have to play it just for that. It has a 40 minute Let's Play as its trailer. What more
could you want?. Meh, not really too fun. This game is surprisingly good for being made in 1993. It runs well, has tight controls,
clean graphics, decent audio and is all around a pretty good game if you're a fan of the genre. The levels and enemies are varied,
the ship and weapon upgrade system seems well balanced and allows for different playstyles and having local multiplayer is a
bonus.

That said, there are some shortcomings that need to be considered. The largest of which is the shortness. It took roughly over an
hour to beat the game from start to finish. Some of the weapons are overpowered which make later levels exceedingly easy.
Bosses also are a joke as far as difficulty. The final boss sequence (lead up and battle) were the only things remotely challenging
and even that only led to 2 deaths.

Between the good and the bad, I'd say I'd still recommend it if you like the genre, but I'd wait for a sale. $9 for an hour and a
half of gameplay is less of a value than going to the theater.. An E-Sport style game with incredible immersion and balance.
Everything just feels RIGHT. Movement is smooth, guns pack a punch, and the game is straightforward and easy to understand.
But make no mistake, this is a skill based game were kills and points are earned with tactics and finesse, and sometimes just a
♥♥♥♥♥on of luck.
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